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PLEASE NOTE:
Measure dimension A as you would for a normal 
recess, from where the arch starts straight 
across Dimension B is from the centre of the A 
line to the inside face of the window arch recess 
(Tight size). 


Tracks will be made to the sizes given or 
templates provided with a 15mm tolerence. 


Gothic/unusual shapes - templates required 
please. (Not at usual price) 


Drawing vanes is only possible if within 6 to 1 
ratio. (ie. 6 x B is less than A) 


SMALLEST SIZE 1000 x 500mm


Blind Cord Loops Safety 
Caution  EN13120
As members, we fully endorse the 
BBSA’s Make it Safe code.  Children 
or other vulnerable persons can 
be at danger from strangulation 
by unrestrained loops in cords 
and chains that are attached 
to window coverings.  To avoid 
entanglement keep cords out 
of reach. Safety devices must 


standard. Move cots and furniture 
away from window coverings.
and furniture away from window 
coverings.


Blindshapers  -  Arched Vertical Blind Order Form
A full size template is required when arch is not semicircular
Fax: 01260 297515      Email: sales@blindshapers.com
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Dimensions:


A B


Blind size: Recess size:


System Check


Benthin - Wide Bodied ( )


Louvolite Slimline (Shallow)


Slat-size: Check


89mm


127mm


Fixing Brackets: Check


Top


Face


DESP VIA INV.No PD


Controls


Right Left


Track in two halves
(For Gothic arches or over 4.4m):


Yes No


Chain Length:


Installation Height:


NB See Safety Caution below - controls MUST end 


calculated this correctly
Cord weights will only supplied on request for  


commercial installations.


Window handles intrude from window frame 
(mm): 


Submit Form


Reset


Our ref: Date:


Company name:


Telephone:


Address:


Postcode: Email:
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